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1. Introduction 

Differential equations form the mathematical 
basis for most current models of natural systems. 
Cellular automata may be considered as an alter
native and in some respects complementary basis 
for mathematical models of nature. Whereas 
ordinary differential equations are suitable for sys
tems with a small number of continuous degrees of 
freedom, evolving in a continuous manner, cellular 
automata describe the behaviour of systems with 
large numbers of discrete degrees of freedom. 

In the simplest case, a cellular automation con
sists of a line of sites, with each site having a value 
o or 1. The sequence of site values is the "config
uration" of the cellular automaton. The cellular 
automaton evolves in discrete time steps. At each 
time step, the value of each site is updated accord
ing to a definite rule. The ruie specifies the new 
value of a particular site in terms of its own old 
value, and the old values of sites in some 
neighbourhood around it. The neighbourhood is 
typically take to include sites up to some small 
finite range from a particular site. Taking ail) to 
be the value of a site at position i and time step t , 

one simple example of a cellular automaton rule is 

a (l+ 1) = (a (t) + a rt) ) mod 2 
I 1- 1 1+ 1 . (1) 

With this rule, the value of a particular site is 
given by the sum modulo two of the values of its 
two nearest neighbours on the previous time step. 
Notice that the rule is applied in parallel (synchro
nously) to each site at each time step. 

In general, the sites in a cellular automaton may 
take on any finite set of possible values, rather 
than simply 0 and 1. In addition, the sites may be 
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arranged on a two or higher dimensional lattice 
(typically square, hexagonal or cubical), rather than 
on a line. As a further generalization, one may 
allow the value of a particular site to depend not 
only on values at the previous time step, but also 
on values from preceeding time steps. 

Cellular automata have five fundamental defi
ning characteristics: 
1) They consist of a discrete lattice of sites. 
2) They evolve in discrete time steps. 
3) Each site takes on a finite set of possible values. 
4) The value of each site evolves according to the 

same deterministic rules. 
5) The rules for the evolution of a site depend 

only on a local neighbourhood of sites around 
it. 

With these characteristics, cellular automata pro
vide rather general discrete models for homoge
neous systems with local interactions. They may 
be considered as idealizations of partial differen
tial equations, in which time and space are as
sumed discrete, and dependent variables taken on 
a finite set of possible values. 

The discrete nature of cellular automata allows 
a direct and powerful analogy between cellular 
automata and digital computers to be drawn. The 
initial configuration for a cellular automaton cor
responds to the" program" and "initial data" for 
a computation. "Processing" occurs through the 
time evolution of a cellular automaton, and the 
"results" of the computation are given by the 
configurations obtained. Whereas typical digital 
electronic computers process data serially, a few 
bits at a time, cellular automata process a large (or 
infinite) number of bits in parallel. Such parallel 
processing, expected to be crucial in the architec-
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ture of new generations of computers, is found in Cellular automata in the fourth class identified 
many natural systems. by Wolfram are conjectured to be capable of" uni-

2. Outline 

This special issue is a collection of papers on 
various aspects of cellular automata and their ap
plications. Cellular automata have arisen in several 
disciplines; this collection represents an attempt to 
bring together the results, methods and applica
tions of cellular automata f(pm mathematics, 
physics, chemistry, biology and computer science. 

Although the basic microscopic laws relevant to 
everyday natural phenomena appear to be known, 
no theoretical analysis has been possible for the 
vast majority of complex natural phenomena. Even 
though the elementary components of a system ' 
may follow simple laws, the behaviour of the large 
collection of components which comprise the whole 
system may be very complex. Cellular automata 
provide examples in which the generation of com
plex behaviour by the cooperative effects of many 
simple components may be studied. 

The laws of thermodynamics give a general 
description of the overall behaviour of systems 
governed by microscopically non-dissipative (re
versible) laws. The second law of thermodynamics 
implies that such systems tend with time to dis
ordered states of maximal entropy. In many sys
tems, however, dissipation is important. In such 
cases, structure may arise spontaneously, even from 
a disordered initial state. The paper by Wolfram 
included below discusses the mathematical 
characterization of such behaviour, mostly using 
methods from dynamical systems theory. The paper 
identifies behaviour in cellular automata analo
gous to the limit points, limit cycles and chaotic 
(" strange") attractors found in studies of nonlin
ear ordinary differential equations. It suggests that 
these three classes of behaviour, together with a 
fourth class, cover the behaviour of all cellular 
automata. The identification of such universality 
in cellular automaton behaviour may represent a 
first step in the formulation of general laws for 
complex self-organizing systems analogous to the 
laws of thermodynamics. 

versal computation": with appropriate initial con
ditions, their behaviour may mimic the behaviour 
of any computer (and perhaps any physical sys
tem). This class of behaviour represents a higher 
level of complexity than has been found in con-
tinuous dynamical systems. 

Self-organization in cellular automata occurs by 
the preferential generation of special sets of states 
with time; these preferred sets of states are known 
as "attractors" for the evolution. The paper by 
Waterman discusses the mathematical nature of 
the sets of states in cellular automata. The follow
ing paper by Lind uses ergodic theory to give a 
mathematical characterization of the states gener
ated in two examples of cellular automata. The 
paper gives a calculation of the entropies which 
provide a statistical measure of the attractors for 
two examples of cellular automata. One of these 
calculations is made possible by a phenomenon 
described in the paper by Grassberger, where it is 
shown that for several simple cellular automata, 
time evolution according to one rule yields a sub
set 'of states with the special property that their 
evolution is governed by another rule. With time, 
evolution according to several rules is "attracted" 
to evolution according to a particular simple rule. 
Although not discussed in the paper, it seems 
possible that this phenomenon may serve as the 
basis for a renormalization group theory of cellu
lar automata, in which the effective rules found at 
large times tend to fixed points in the space of all 
possible cellular automaton rules. 

Cellular automata are usually assumed to be 
entirely deterministic. One may however introduce 
random noise directly into the cellular automaton 
rules, making cellular automata analogous to lattice 
spin systems at nonzero temperature. Such prob
abilistic cellular automata are found to exhibit 
phase transitions as a function of noise level. It is 
usually assumed that at each time step, the values 
of all the sites in a cellular automaton are updated 
together. The paper by Ingerson and Buvel dis
cusses the phenomenology of cellular automata in 
which the site values are instead updated probabil-
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istically, and asynchronously. 
Whereas the first five papers consider the evolu

tion of cellular automata from general initial con
figurations , the paper by Willson discusses some 
mathematical aspects of the growth of patterns by 
cellular automata from simple "seeds" . The pat
terns obtained by evolution from simple initial 
states are generically found to be self-similar or 
"fractal" curves. The abundance of such curves in 
nature may well be a consequence of their generic 
formation by cellular automata. 

One example of a two-dimensional cellular au
tomaton which has received particular attention 
(see the bibliography) is the "Game of Life". This 
cellular automaton generates very complex struc
tures, and has been shown to be capable of univer
sal computation. The paper by Gosper presents an 
efficient algorithm for investigating the behaviour 
of the "Game of Life" (and other cellular au
tomata with low dimensionality attractors), and 
gives as examples of its for use some very complex 
structures found in the "Game of Life". 

The analogy on the one hand between cellular 
automata and physical systems, and on the other 
hand between cellular automata and digital com
puters suggests that cellular automata may provide 
a vehicle by which the methods and results of 
computation theory may be applied to physics, 
and vice versa. The paper by Margolus describes 
several advances in this direction. The cellular 
automata discussed in preceding papers are mostly 
dissipative or irreversible (a feature necessary for 
the formation of attractors). Margolus gives a sim
ple construction for reversible or information-pre
serving cellular automata. In such cellular au
tomata, it may be possible to use concepts such as 
energy, developed for the analysis of reversible 
physical systems. The paper then gives an example 
of a reversible cellular automaton capable of uni
versal computation. The study of this and related 
cellular automata may provide a firm basis for 
relationships between physical and computational 
concepts. 

Cellular automata may potentially be used as 
explicit models for a wide variety of physical sys
tems. The paper by Vichniac explores some analo-

gies between examples of two-dimensional cellular 
automata and various physical systems. The paper 
compares cellular automata with other discrete 
models of physical systems, particularly lattice spin 
models. The following paper by Toffoli considers 
the fundamental basis of cellular automaton mod
els for physical systems, comparing their mathe
matical premises with those for differential equa
tion models. The paper by Omohundro addresses 
the analogy between discrete cellular automation 
models, and continuous differential equation mod
els, and gives a set of differential equations which 
reproduce the behaviour of a cellular automaton. 

Cellular automata may also be used as models 
for biological systems. At a fundamental level, 
cellular automata may provide a mathematical ba
sis in which to investigate the generation of the 

. complex behaviour characteristic of living systems. 
The paper by Langton gives an explicit and com
paratively simple example of a cellular automaton 
which exhibits self reproduction, a property often 
considered as a defining characteristic of living 
systems. This example, and similar. investigations, 
may provide important insight into the logical or 
mathematical foundations of biological behaviour. 

The following paper by Kauffman describes 
properties of random Boolean networks, and dis
cusses their relevance to fundamental problems in 
biology. Each site in a random Boolean network 
has value 0 or 1, and evolves in discrete time steps 
according to definite rules which depend on the 
values of sites to which it is connected. Unlike in 
cellular automata, however, the sites to which a 
given site is connected are randomly chosen, rather 
than following a regular lattice. In addition, the 
rules which govern the evolution of site values are 
fixed for a given site, but may vary from one site 
to another. Random Boolean networks may be 
considered as direct models of highly intercon
nected systems such as neural networks, or as 
abstrac~ models for complex systems of coupled 
nonlinear differential equations. Kauffman shows 
that certain classes of random boolean networks 
universally evolve to generate definite structures. 
The generation and properties of these structures 
may have important consequences for biological 
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and other systems, particularly in biological cell 
differentiation. 

As a specific example of a biological system 
whose logical structure and function may be 
elucidated by cellular automaton models, Burks 
and Farmer discuss the structure and function of 
DNA sequences. They outline a novel approach to 
studies of DNA sequences, which begins not from 
the detailed chemical implementation of DNA, 
but rather from the overall logical purposes which 
the sequences achieve in the growth and evolution 
of biological organisms. 

The following paper by Smith, Watt and 
Hameroff describes the application of cellular au
tomata to explicit models of biological microtub
ule function. It is suggested that the cooperative 
action of many simple components in the cellular 
automaton model is . responsible for the overall 
behaviour of microtubules. 

Whereas the papers by Burks and Farmer and 
by Smith, Watt and Hameroff consider cellular 
automata as models of naturally-occurring com
plex chemical systems, the paper by Carter dis
cusses the possibility that chemical systems could 
be specially constructed to implement cellular au
tomaton computers at a molecular level. Site val
ues would be represented by deformations in long 
linear molecules, and their time evolution rules 
implemented through interactions between 
neighbouring deformations. The computational 
components available at the molecular level are 
probably better suited to the construction of a 
computer based on cellular automata than on other 
models of computation, such as Turing machines. 
If such a computer could actually be constructed, 
its computational power is expected to be im
mersely greater than is possible with conventional 
macroscopic components. 

Current investigations and applications of cellu
lar automata rely on the implementation of cellu
lar automata by conventional digital electronic 
computers. Toffoli describes a low-cost special
purpose machine built with transistor-transistor 
logic (TTL) components which simulates two-di
mensional cellular automata much faster than all 
but the largest general purpose computers. 

Implementations of cellular automata with spe
cial-purpose electronics, or by microscopic physi
cal systems, provide the "hardware" of cellular 
automaton computers. The application of such 
computers to real computational problems then 
requires the development of appropriate "firm
ware" and "software". The paper by Preston dis
cusses the use of cellular automata for image 
processing, giving examples of cellular automaton 
rules which implement image processing functions. 
Several machines based on cellular automata have 
actually been constructed and used for biomedical 
image processing. 

The paper by Hillis describes the Connection 
Machine, a rather general parallel processing com
puter based at a low level on cellular automata. 
Hillis discusses applications of the Connection 
Machine to problems in artificial intelligence re
search. A project to construct a Connection Mac
hine with at least 10 5 sites is currently underway. 

The final paper by Crutchfield discusses the 
phenomenology and mathematics of the patterns 
generated through feedback by a video camera 
pointed at its own video monitor. This apparently 
simple system generates very complex patterns 
reminiscent of those obtained with cellular au
tomata. 

3. Outlook 

Although originally introduced thirty years ago, 
it is only very recently that research in many fields 
has led to widespread interest in cellular atomata. 
Part of this growth in interest may be attributed to 
the recent availability of computing resources suf
ficient for extensive simulations of cellular au
tomata. The next few years could see several im
portant advances in the study of cellular automata. 

On the mathematical side, the classes of cellular 
automaton behaviour identified by Wolfram 
should be more completely characterized and de
lineated. There are indications that computation 
and formal language theory, together with ergodic 
theory, may provide the appropriate mathematical 
tools for this purpose. From successful analyses 
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along these lines, one may hope to abstract a 
powerful mathematical theory which generalizes 
the second law of thermodynamics. In addition, 
further elucidation of the mathematical basis for 
complex behaviour in continuous dynamical sys
tems should be obtained. 

The theoretical connections between the com
putational and statistical properties of cellular au
tomata should be studied. Investigations such as 
those discussed by Margolus, in which physical 
concepts are applied to computation, and compu
tational concepts to physics, can potentially yield 
important insights into the nature of computation 
and the bases of physical phenomena. 

Explicit cellular automaton models of natural 
systems should be constructed and analysed. Ag
gregation phenomena, such as snowflake growth, 
follow simple local rules, but yield complex pat
terns, and are potentially modelled by cellular 
automata. Since cellular automata idealize partial 
differential equations, they may be appropriate as 
models for turbulent fluids, both at an abstract 
mathematical level, and perhaps at a more explicit 
physical level. In biology, cellular automata should 
provide explicit models for pattern formation in 
the growth of organisms. 

Particular cellular automaton computers should 
be constructed, and methods for their program
ming should be devised. Whereas most parallel 
processing computer projects involve a small num
ber of high level computers, cellular automata 
suggest the construction of systems with a very 
large number of simple computers, perhaps along 
the lines described by Hillis or along the comple
mentary lines described by Toffoli. Such systems 
are closer in architecture to natural systems but 
their programming remains a significant challenge. 

Probabilistic cellular automata should be in
vestigated, and their analogies with spin systems 
studied. 

Systems related to cellular automata, such as 
those described by Kauffman, may provide other 
classes of models for natural systems, and their 
mathematical analysis and application should be 
carried forward. 

The study of cellular automata is in many re-

spects only just beginning. Judging from history, it 
will be many years before there will be an under
standing of the theory and applications of cellular 
automata comparable to that of differential equa
tions today. 
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